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A: This looks like a fake iTunes link to a fake app, especially considering the "Crack Download" language in the description. I wouldn't trust this link and even if it was not a scam, you wouldn't be able to just download the game by just following the link in your question. side’s attack. However, the risk of being flanked by 4 of the enemy’s 5 bodies, and with your own hero attempting to heal and summon 2/3 of their towers, is much higher than just the minions you send. The reward of a cleaner match early on, combined with the extra speed and guaranteed hero kill
from team fighting prowess is well worth giving up most of your unit advantage. Timing The timing of Castillion’s ultimates is carefully crafted by Shen Yi so that he remains in combat long enough to do some damage to the enemy front line, but not so long that his teammates die, and to also provide room for his teammates to focus on healing without disrupting his own sustainability. The key to the timing is to use the amount of time it takes his ultimates to complete, to time Shen Yi’s ultimate dash and attacks so that his ultimates finish just when his allies begin
attacking. The following video demonstrates this and is a continuation of the strategy I discussed earlier in the guide. The main difference is the strategy of assassination, which is shown in blue in the following video, and how it’s used to remove the Dragonslayer’s ally from the battle entirely, leaving Shen Yi with a free roam to kill whatever he pleases. ▲ Castillion’s timing of ultimates are used as examples Team Fighting We’ll be using the tactic of Assassination to target the Dragonslayer, which is highlighted in blue in the previous video. We are looking for the
following sequence: Shen Yi dashes in towards the enemy, triggering castillion, which means the enemy’s hero will be picked up, but they will be up, thus allowing us to target the hero as they are pulled up. We begin timing to assassinate after 0:30 when the hero (Tivew) is respawned, as they will be engaged in defense and should be easier to focus. Take note that this will only work as a team fighting strategy if your team has strong enough high impact characters that will easily 1
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